Protect your home
ClearView CCTV monitoring prevents intruders from
breaking into your home. We use smart CCTV to detect
intruders as soon as they step foot on your grounds. We
then intervene with real-time audio alerts to ensure they
leave your premises before any damage is done.

Protecting more
than just your house
ClearView CCTV monitoring uses smart cameras to detect
intruders as soon as they step foot on your grounds.
Highly trained professionals immediately intervene with
live audio challenges, ensuring that the intruder does not
have time to enter your home or steal your property.

ClearView will give you peace of mind that you never knew to
be possible. Controlled by a unique app, our CCTV
monitoring is your own personal, on-demand, remote security
guard.
Whether you are home alone, away from your house or just
going to sleep, ClearView home monitoring gives you the
comfort of knowing the staff in our 24-7 Control Centre are
protecting your home.

Your remote
security guard
The highly trained staff in the 24-7 Control Centre are constantly
on standby whenever you want us to be.
If an intruder is ever on your grounds, our staff will intervene with
live audio challenges before the intruder gets inside your home.

Closing the window of
opportunity
Continual Perimeter
Coverage

Arm on
Demand

Immediate Intruder
Detection

Intelligent cameras that can
detect people or vehicles are
always recording your
perimeter, and ready to be
monitored on demand at any
time.

Whenever you want your
property to be monitored, you
arm relevant zones using the
app. Disarm when you do not
want them monitored.

The moment an intruder
steps foot on the grounds of
the property, the smart
cameras send a video alert to
the Control Centre, where
the site is viewed in realtime.

Instantaneous
Audio Intervention

Intruder Flees
Premises

The window of opportunity is
shut by the immediate issuing
of a live audio challenge. Any
intruders are commanded to
leave the property.

The intruder flees from site
upon hearing the audio
challenge, as they know they
have been identified and a
physical response could arrive at
any moment.

Keyholder &
Police
Notification
In addition to the audio
challenge(s), keyholders &
emergency services are also
called. A detailed report is
emailed to all keyholders.

21st century control
ClearView home monitoring is controlled by a proprietary
app.
Outside of being able to arm your system from anywhere,
there a host of additional benefits and features:

The CCTV
Monitoring App can
control your gate &
auto-disarm just your
front cameras as you
enter.

Easy User Management
If your gardener
changes, remove
access with a
single swipe.

Zoned Arming Have
a BBQ in your back
garden while the rest
of the property is
armed and
monitored.

Never Forget Between
auto arm/disarm and
smart reminders, your
home will never
accidentally be left
unprotected.

Complete peace
of mind

Never Inside
Your Home

More Than
Your Home

Ease
of Use

Preventing invasion of your
privacy by detecting intruders
when they are on your
grounds and intervening
immediately.

Clearview home monitoring
protects your vehicles and other
assets that are outside against
theft too.

Simple and easy to control, the
remote monitoring app makes
for seamless control of the
system.

Any Camera New or Old

Always on
Standby

Always
Know

ClearView home monitoring
can be retrofitted to all existing
CCTV cameras or newly
installed with minimal
disruption.

You can get on with your life,
knowing our 24-7 team will
intervene the moment we are
called into action.

With our home monitoring and
app you will have complete
visibility of all movements
around your home, always.

Contact ClearView for more information on how we can protect you, your
home and your assets from crinimal activity.

01245 214100
www.clearview-communications.com
webenquiries@clearview-communications.com

